In Hörmander's theory of Fourier integral operators [1], a principal symbol is constructed for a certain class of distributions in such a way that, when the construction is applied to the Schwartz kernel of a pseudodifferential operator, one obtains the usual principal symbol of the operator. In this note, we describe a generalization of Hörmander's construction which may be applied to an arbitrary distribution on a manifold. Details will appear in [4]. 
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I^MMA. For every g and <p, g* E 0(1^) for some iVGR.
DEFINITION, inf {N\g% E 0(7^)} E [-«>, ©o) is called the order of g at y and denoted by
(
b) IfOyig) <N and A is a C°° function with values in
DEFINITION. If O^ig) <N, the class of r~Ng* modulo 0(r~1 /2 ) is called the principal symbol of order N for g at <p.
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2. Global theory. The space V'(X\ E) of distributions on a manifold X with values in a vector bundle E is defined as the dual of the space of compactly supported C°° sections of E* <8> £l x . (£2^ = densities on X.) Using local coordinates on X and local trivializations of E, and applying Theorem 1, we can define for each (x, £) G T*X the order 0^x ^(g) of g at (x, £).
To define the principal symbol in an invariant way, we must take into account the effect of changes in y and coordinate changes as given by Theorem 1. For each (x, £) G T*X, the 2-jets of functions <p G C°°{X\ R) with y(x) = 0 and d^p(x) = £ can be identified with the elements of the space L( x^ of lagrangian subspaces in T( X^T *X transversal to the fibre. The additive group Q x of homogeneous quadratic functions on T X X acts simply and transitively on L^ç), and it also acts on P(T X X; E x ) by (a, g) i- = P(x>t)of Xfii) (g).
3. The principal symbol of a Fourier integral distribution.
DEFINITION. If 5 is a subspace of T X X, an E x -valued d-function on S is a distribution Ô G V'(T X X; E x ) such that:
(a) ô is continuous for the C° topology; (b) ô is supported on S; (c) ô is translation-invariant by S. For example, the ô-densities on S correspond to the translation invariant measures on S and form a 1-dimensional space.
Now let K C T( Xt £)T*X be a lagrangian subspace, with projection K in T X X.
